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An algorithm is presented for the multiple alignment of protein sequencesthat is both
accurate and rapid computationally. The approach is based on the conventional dynamicprogramming method of pairwise alignment. Initially, two sequencesare aligned, then the
third sequenceis aligned against the alignment of both sequencesone and two. Similarly,
the fourth sequenceis aligned against one, two and three. This is repeated until all
sequenceshave been aligned. Iteration is then performed to yield a final alignment.
The accuracy of sequencealignment is evaluated from alignment of the secondary
structures in a family of proteins. For the globins, the multiple alignment was on average
99/o accuratecomparedLo g}o/ofor pairwise comparisonof sequences.For the alignment of
immunoglobulin constant and variable domains, the use of many sequencesyielded an
alignment of 630/o average accuracy compared to 4lfo average for individual variable/
constant alignments. The multiple alignment algorithm yields an assignmentof disulphide
connectivity in mammalian serotransferrin that is consistent with crystallographic data,
whereaspairwise alignments give an alternative assignment.

1. Introduction
The advent of fast techniques for DNA
sequencing has led to a rapid expansion in the
number of known protein sequences (currently
-4000 in the PIR databank: George et al., 1986).
Access to these primary structures leads to the
alignment of two or more protein sequencesthat
can identify conservedregions of functional and/or
structural importance. Furthermore, if homology
can be shown with a biochemically or crystallographically well-characterized protein, many
properties or aspectsof three-dimensionalstructure
may be predicted (e.g. see Browne et al., 1969).
Since the early work of Fitch (1966) and
Needleman & Wunsch (1970), techniques for the
comparison and alignment of two protein or DNA
sequenceshave been developed for speed (e.g. see
Gotoh, 1982; Taylor, 1984; Fickett, 1984;
Wilbur & Lipman, 1983),the identification of local
similarities(e.g.seeSellers,1979;Goad & Kanehisa,
1982; Boswell & Mclachlan, 1984) and increased
sensitivity (Argos, 1987).Although the alignment of
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three sequenceshas been used to confirm weak
homology betweentwo sequences(e.g.seeDoolittle,
l98l), the practical limitations of computer
memory and central processing unit (CPU) time
restrict the rigorous extension of two sequence
methods (e.g. see Needleman & Wunsch, 1970) to
(Murata et a1.,1985).
short sequences
The multiple alignment of four or more sequences
cannot in practice be solved by a rigorous method,
sincethe number of segmentcomparisonsthat must
be carried out is of the order of the product of the
sequencelengths (many more if gaps are explicitly
considered).Thus, multiple alignment algorithms in
common with fast pairwise methods (e.g.seeWilbur
& Lipman) seek to identify an optimum alignment
by considering only a small number of the total
possibleresidueor segmentcomparisons.
Sankoff and co-workers (Sankoff & Cedergren,
1976) provided a workable multiple alignment
algorithm applicable to nucleic acid sequences,
which requires the sequencesto be linked by a
predeterminedevolutionary tree. Sobel & Martinez
(1986) described an algorithm that bases the
alignment of DNA sequenceson the identification
of common subsequencesof a specified minimum
length. Waterman (1986) elaborated a similar
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technique but also allowed for mismatches, whilst
Bains (1986) described a related algorithm that
works well for some families of closely similar
nucleic acid sequences.None of these methods has
been applied directly to protein sequences,although
Waterman (1986) described how his algorithm
could be so applied.
The algorithm of Taylor (1986) allows large
numbers of protein sequences to be aligned
but for maximum effect requires that threedimensional structures are known for some of the
sequencesin order to provide a "seed" alignment.
Johnson & Doolittle (1986) desuibed a more
general multiple alignment algorithm for protein
sequences whereby a small subset of all possible
segment comparisons is considered. Although their
algorithm can cope with the three-way alignment of
long sequences, alignment of more than four
sequences is restricted to short proteins, due to
excessive CPU demands. Bacon & Anderson (1986)
reduced the number of segment comparisons
performed by considering the sequences in an
arbitrary order and maintain only the best-scoring
segments as each new sequence is added. Their
algorithm does not explicitly cater for gaps, nor
does it produce a complete alignment of the
sequences; however, it
presents a sensitive
technique for the identification of significant short
homologies.
This paper reports an algorithm
that can
generate a multiple alignment including the
consideration of gaps for a large number of protein
sequenceswithout the need to introduce additional
non-sequence information. Performing all pairwise
comparisons for the sequences suggests confidence
levels for the multiple alignment of particular
sequencegroups.
2. Procedures
(a) Needlemnn& Wunschalgorithmfor two sequences
(l) A matrix of amino acid pair scores,D, is chosen.
Throughout this study the MDM^ matrix was used
(Dayhoff, 1978)with a constant of 8 added to remove all
negative terms.
(2) The protein sequencesare defined as Al., A2n,
wherem and z are the number of residuesin sequenceAl ,
A2, respectively.
(3) A matrix R..n is generatedwith referenceto D,
whereeachelement .B;,;representsthe scorefor Al, uersus
A2i'
(4) n^," is acted on to generate 8..,, where each
element Sr,.;holds the maximum scorefor a comparisonof
Alr,. with A2;,,.
(5) Either suitable pointers are recordedin (4), or a
traceback procedurethrough ,B.,n is performed to enable
an alignment with the maximum scorefor Al^uersus A2n
to be generated.
In order to limit the total number of residuesaligned
with blanks, a gap-penalty, G, is subtracted during the
processof generating Br,, whenever a gap is introduced.
In our earlier work (Barton & Sternberg, 1987) we
studied the effect upon the accuracy of pair-wise
alignment of varying both length-dependentand lengthindependent gap penalties. The results indicated that a

length-dependent
penalty
is unnecessary. Further
unpublished results suggest that for the given D matrix, a
length-independent penalty in the range 6 to l0 often
yields a reasonable alignment. Ideally a range of penalties
should be investigated. However, on the basis of these
findings and to provide a consistent benchmark we chose
the penalty of 8 (which is not necegsarily optimal) for use
throughout the current study.
(b) Multiple alignment
Let the sequencesto be aligned by Al .. . A/y', then:
(l) Align A2 with Al using Needleman & Wunsch
algorithm. Let the length of the aligned sequences be
d e n o t e dL 1 , 2 .
(2) Align A3 with the alignment of A2 and Al obtained
in step (l).
(3) Align sequence A,4 with the alignment of Al, .{2
and A3 length Ll, 3.
(4) Similarly align the sequencesA5 to A1[.
In general, for the &th sequence align with the
previously obtained alignment for Al through A(ft- l).
When generating the matrix .B in order to align the ftth
sequence a scoring scheme is adopted that includes a
contribution from all previously aligned sequences, thus
highlighting congerved regions in the alignment
Let i be the position of an aligned residue in sequences
A l . . . A ( f - l ) s u c ht h a t I < i < L l , ( l - l ) . L e t j b e t h e
position of a residue in sequenceAk then:
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For example, if 3 sequences have been aligned so far and
we are considering the comparison of the ith position in
the alignment (Ala-Val-Leu) with thejth amino acid in the
4th sequence (Ala), then the score (fi,,r) is given by the
score for (Ala uersus Ala) * (Ala aersus Val) + (Ala
aersus Leu,) x l/3 : (10+8+6)/3:8.
The value of
D2.p,,e*t
when Ap, is a gap is set to the minimum value for
any residue to residue score (0 in this work).
The multiple alignment obtained in (4) may be refined
by realigning each sequence with
the completed
alignment less that sequence.Accordingly, sequenceAl is
aligned with the alignment of sequences A,2 . . . A1[
(having first removed any gaps that are common to
A2 . . . Anf ). A.2 is then realigned with the alignment of
Al, A3...Alf.
This process is repeated until A1{ has
been realigned with Al .. . A(nf-l). The complete cycle
may then be repeated.
(c) Criteria for assessing the quality of alignment
The unique conformation that a globular protein
adopts and the resultant disposition of key catalytic or
binding residues ultimately
determines its biological
activity. Therefore, when 2 or more protein sequences
are aligned it is of crucial importance that residues
defining
a common
tertiary
fold
are correctly
equivalenced. Although
the general fold may be
conserved, there can be considerable variation
in
3-dimensional structure within a protein family. In
particular, the presence of insertions or deletions makes it
impossible to assign structurally equivalent residues over
the full length and common to o/l members of a family.
Even when insertions and deletions are absent, it can be
difficult to justify a particular structural alignment
especially in the loop regions that connect elements of
secondary structure. In the light of these observations we
use those regions that are common and also found in the
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core f-strands or a-helices of the proteins as test zones.
An automatic alignment method should at least be able
to align these zones correctly, although sequence
alignments based on structure may also be justified
outside these regions.
We define the accura,cy of an alignment of 2 sequences
as the percentage of residues within these zones that are
aligned in the same wa,y as in the reference alignment.

(d) Ord,er o! alignment
The order in which the sequences are added may be
expected to have an effect on the final multiple
alignment. However, for N sequences there are N!
alternative orders, so it is important to have a systematic
approach to selecting the single order. Our previous
findings suggested that a pairwise sequence comparison
that gives a significance score of >6.0 s.o. may be aligned
to >751o accuracy within regions of secondary structure
(Barton & Sternberg, 1987). Further results presented in
this paper for 49 pairwise comparisons of immunoglobulin
and globin sequences (Fig. l) support this observation
and indicate that the alignment eccuracy is correlated
with the significance score. Accordingly, our strategy for
determining the alignment order first identifies the pair of
sequences that have the highest pairwise significance
score. Having established Al and A2, A3 is identified as
the sequence having the highest significance score with
either Al or 42. Similarly, A.4 is the sequence that
exhibits the highest significance score with Al, A,2 or AB.
This procedure is continued until all sequences in the
group have been entered in the order.
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(e) Red,ucing calculation time

Before applying the ordering algorithm to a group of
sequences it is necessary to perform all pairwise
comparisons for the group. The calculation of significance
scores for all pairwise alignments of N sequences is an
expensive procedure since if M randomizations per pair
are performed then 1[ x (lf - l) x M 12 comparisons must
be carried out. If no pairwise comparisons have
previously been made then it is necessary to determine
the cheapest (in CPU time) approach to determining an
order.
Feng el al. (1985) considered how many randomizations
need to be performed on a pair of sequences before
consistent results are obtained and suggested on the basis
of 4 pairs of sequences that as few as 25 could produce a
genuinely reflective score. We have repeated this analysis
with a larger data set by carrying out all pairwise
comparisons for I members of the immunoglobulin
superfamily and 6 serine proteinase sequences (47 pairs in
all), using from l0 to 100 randomizations in steps of 10.
The results indicate that instabilities in significance score
do not damp out until at least 60 randomizations have
been performed. It would seem impractical therefore to
use this approach routinely for establishing an alignment
order when more than a small number of sequences are
involved.
Doolittle (1981) has demonstrated the usefulness of
scoring systems based upon a single alignment score and
not involving randomization of the sequences. Fig. 2
illustrates the relationship between one such scheme, the
match score divided by the length of the shortest
sequence (NASs) and the significance score for 2 groups of
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Figure 1. The relationship between alignment accuracy as measured by reference to alignments obtained from
3-dimensional structure superposition and the significance score for 2l pairwise alignments of 7 globin sequences and 28
alignments of 8 immunoglobulin
domains (Variable refers to immunoglobulin
variable domains,- Constant to
immunoglobulin constant domains).
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sequences that
contain some very closely related
members and many with tenuous similarities. Although
these data are not sufficiently representative of proteins
in general to allow a conclusion to be drawn on the
quantitative relationship between NASs and significance,
the qualitative relationship is clear. F'or groups of
proteins where randomization procedures would be too
expensive, NASs values or the slightly more expensive
NASa (match score divided by the number of residues not
aligned with
gaps), may
be used to generate
systematically a rational order for multiple alignment.
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Globins belong to the ala class of proteins and have a
common fold that is highly conserved in proteins from
organisms distantly related in evolution. The sequences,
however, show considerable variation and provide an
interesting test for the alignment method. Seven globin
sequences and their reference alignment were taken from
Lesk & Chothia (1980) without modification (human
haemoglobin d-strand (HAHU), human haemoglobin
f-strand (HBHU), horse haemoglobin a-strand (HAHO),
horse haemoglobin B-strand (HBHO), sperm whale
myoglobin (MYWHP), sea lamprey cyanohaemoglobin
(PILHB)
and root nodule leghaemoglobin (LGHB)).
Seven zones totalling 95 residues and corresponding to
the A, B, C, E, F, G and H a-helices were defined for each
sequenceas illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
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Figure
2. Relationship
between the normalized
alignment score (NASs) calculated from the match score
divided by the length of the shortest sequence and the
significance score for eaeh of 47 pairwise comparisons
within
the serine proteinases and immunoglobulin
superfamily. The data are correlated at 0.gb?. NASa
(match score divided by the number of residues not
aligned with a gap) for the same sequences ga,ve a
correlation value of 0.958.

The immunoglobulin domains belong to the plp class of
proteins and have been studied in detail in terms of both
sequence and tertiary structure (e.g. see Amzel & Poljak,
1976; Beale & Feinstein, 1976; Lesk & Chothia, 1982).
Although the overall fold of the domains is conserved,
there is considerable sequence variation, particularly
between the variable and constant domains. These
sequences thus provide a particularly stringent test for an
alignment method.
Eight domains were selected (Brookhaven data bank
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Figure 3. Test multiple alignments. Regions of the sequenceswritten in capitals a,ndboxed correspondto test zones
selectedfrom homologoussecondarystructures. (a) Alignment (l) 7 globin sequences:A, B, C, E, X', G, H are a-helixes;
(b) alignment (2), 4 immunoglobulin constant domains; (c) alignment (3), 4 immunoglobulin variable domains;
(d) alignment(4), 8 immunoglobulindomainsincludingvariable and constant.In (b) to (d), A, B, C, D, E, F and G are
f-strands.
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codes). Four from 3FAB: (l) light chain constant region
Cl (FABCL); (2) light chain variable region V,l (FABVL);
(3) heavy chain constant region I Cyl (I,ABCHl);
(4) heavy chain variable region V7 (FABVH). Three from
IFCI: (l) heavy chain constant region 2 C72 (FCCH2);
(2) heavy chain constant region 3 C73 (X'CCH3). Two
from lFB4: (l) light chain variable region V,t (FBaVL);
(2) heavy chain variable region Vy (FB VH). The
reference alignment for the 8 domains was taken
principally from Cohen et al. (1981) and Lesk & Chothia
(1982). However, the most recent version of the coordinates deposited in the Brookhaven data bank
(Bernstein et al., 19771 for SFAB shows a modified
sequence in the B-C loop and C strand of FABVL. From
a consideration of hydrogen bonding, and least-squares
fitting of the domains, the alignment was revised in ttris
area to take account of these changes. In addition it
should be noted that the sequence of FB4VL used here
(taken from the Brookhaven data bank structure lFB4)
differs slightly from the earlier version used bv Lesk &
Chothia: threonine (T) has been substituted foiserine at
residue numbers 23 and.33, whilst alanine (A) substitutes
for glycine (G) at 75. Seven test zones comprising 38
residue positions in total and corresponding to t[e 7
homologous p-strands A to G were defined aJ illustrated
in Fig. 3(b) to (d)).

3. Results
(a) Pairwise canq)arisons
For each of the 28 unique pairwise comparisons
for the immunoglobulins and 2l comparisons for

the globins, the percentage agreement with the
reference alignment was calculated. In addition, a
conventional test for significance was carried out by
randomizing each pair of sequences 100 times and
calculating the mean (m) and standard deviation
(s.o.) of the distribution. The significance score is
quoted as (V -m)ls.D., where 7 is the alignment
score for the two native sequences.
Figure I illustrates the result of these comparisons. Alignments that score > 15.0 s.n. (7 examples)
give at or near 100/o agreement with the reference
alignment. Those scoring between 5.0 and lb.0 s.o.
(25 examples) give better thanT0o/o agreement with
the reference alignment, whilst scores below b.0 s.n.
(17 examples) show a sharp rise in alignment
accuracy correlated with significance score and
ranging from 0o/o (0.57 s.o.; FABCHI
aersus
FB4VH) to 84o/o(2.4 s.r.; FABVL aerslrsFABCL).
Above 5.0 s.l. there are no poor alignments;
however, in the lower s.n. range small changes in
observed significance score can indicate a, considerable difference in alignment accuracy.
When aligning two sequences it is useful to bear
in mind these findings since they can suggest the
likely quality of the alignment obtained. As an
approximate guide we consider an s.D. score above
5.0 to indicate a "good" alignment, with the
confidence in alignment increasing with alignment
score. An alignment giving a score below 5.0 s.D. we
regard with a caution that becomes more stringent
as the score decreases.
(b) Test multiple alignments:
comparison with pairwise
In each of four test alignments performed, the
sequences were ordered by similarity on the basis of
100 randomizations as shown.
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(l) The seven globin sequences HBHU, HBHO,
HAHU, HAHO, MYWHP, PILHB, LGHB.
(2) The
four
constant
domains
FABCL,
F'ABCHI, F'CCH3, FCCH2.
(3) The four variable immunoqlobulin domains
FABVL, FB4VL, FB4VH, FABVII.
(a) The eight immunoglobulin domains FABVL,
FB4VL, FB4VH,
FABVH,
FCCH2, FABCL,
FABCHI. FCCH3.
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Figure
4. Comparison of accuracy for multiple
alignments (l) to (a) with the same sequences aligned
pairwise. Points above the diagonal line indicate an
improvement in accuracy on multiple alignment.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy of alignment
obtained for pairs of sequences within multiple
alignments (l) to (a) (Fig. 3, (a) to (d)) compared
with the same sequences aligned pairwise. Points
above the diagonal line represent a,n improvement
in alignment
when the multiple
alignment
algorithm is applied. Multiple alignment of the
globins (1) results in an improvement from g0lo to
99/o overall with the most dramatic improvements
for the more distantly related sequences PILHB,
MYWHB
and LGHB and the largest change
occurring for the comparison of LGHB with HBHO
(77 to SS"/").The final alignment shown in Figure
3(a) has 94 out of 95 defined residues correctly
aligned for all seven sequences. Furthermore, the D
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a-helix, which is only present in HBHU, HBHO,
MYWHP and PILHB, is also correctly aligned.
The single error occurs at the beginning of the F
helix and may in part be caused by the choice of
score used for a residue aersus a pre-introduced gap
(discussed further below). Analysis of the globin
significance scores by the technique of single linkage
cluster analysis (Dayhoff et al., 1972; Sokol &
Sneath, 1973) in the light of these results suggests
that sequencesthat cluster above 5.0 s.n. align at
least as well by the multiple algorithm as they do
pairwise. The immunoglobulin constant domains (2)
that cluster at 8.5 s.l. and align to 86/o accuracy
pairwise and 90/o by the multiple algorithm with
30/38 positions correctly equivalenced across the
complete four-sequence alignment (Fig. 3(b)) and
the variable domains, which also cluster at 8.5 s.o.
with mean accuracies of 83o/o (pairwise), 84/o
(multiple) and 29/38 positions correctly aligned
across all four sequences (Fig. 3(c)), lend further
support to this hypothesis.
When all eight immunoglobulins are aligned (4),
the accuracies of variable aersus variable and
constant uersus constant domain comparisons
marginally deteriorate (84+ l0%
to 8lt7o/);
however, there is a striking improvement in the
alignment accuracy for variable aersus constant
domains from a me&n value of 4l +28o/o to
63+3yo. This is most noticeable for the alignment
of FB4VH aersus FABCHI and FB4VH uersus
FCCH3, which were completely misaligned when
compared pairwise. FABVH uersus FABCL, which
could only be aligned pairwise to <30/o accuracy
even after optimizing the gap penalty (Barton &
Sternberg, 1987), are aligned by the multiple
algorithm to an accuracy of 63o/o. Thus a
considerable improvement in the alignment of
distantly related sequencesis obtained at a slight
loss in accuracy for more closely related sequences.
The eight-sequencealignment (4) has 22 out of 38
residues (58%) correctly aligned in all sequences
(Fig. 3(d)). This may seem to be a rather poor score;
however, it must be noted that it is difficult to show
any significant homology between immunoglobulin
constant and variable domains (Edelman, 1970;
Moore & Goodman, lg77), and pairwise methods
can fail even to align the two cystine residues
correctly. Closer examination of the alignment
shows the B, C and E strands to be totally correct
along with the first four out of six residues in the F
strand, the last two residues of this strand are only
misaligned in relation to FB4VH, principally as a
result of a long insertion in that sequence. The A
and G strands are misaligned due to convincing
sequence similarities that do not coincide with the
structural alignment. Whilst the alignment of the
D strand, which shows considerable sequence
variation, is confused by the presence of a long
insertion in the variable domains between C and D
(the C' strand).
Although the overall trend indicated by Figure 4
is one of improvement on multiple alignment, l3
out of the 6l points shown indicate a deterioration
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in accuracy. This drop is not surprising for seven of
the l3 examples, since these are for variable uersu,s
variable and constant aersus constant domain
alignments within the complete constant and
variable domain alignment (a). The inclusion of
information from less-similar sequencescan clearly
have a detrimental effect on the alignment of
closely similar sequences.This effect is also noticed
for FABVL l)erslrs FB4VL (97o/o pairwise, 94lo
multiple (3)) and FABVH aersus FB4VH (100%
pairwise, 95/o multiple (3)) where the errors in the
F and G strands (Fig. 3(c)) are the result of
convincing alternative alignments that would not
be available to a pairwise comparison. The
remaining reductions in accuracy are for four
comparisons of variable and constant domains, and
are difficult to rationalize; however, these are small
errors to accept in the light of the considerable
improvements in overall alignment accuracy for
these domains.
In general, the multiple alignments reflect the
type of alignment that might be produced by hand
if only sequence information was available. The
most obvious errors in alignment occur within the
severe test presented by alignment (4) (Fig. 3(d)), in
particular the segment QLEQSGpg in strand A of
FABVH would certainly be shifted two residues to
the left by a human expert at the expense of
introducing an additional gap, In other parts ofthe
arrangements may be
alignment alternative
proposed; however, these become more difficult to
justify when the positions of the secondary
structures are unknown.
(c) Effect of iteration and, ord,eroJ alignment
Table I illustrates the effect on alignment
accuracy of performing up to four iterations. With
the exception of alignment (3) there is little change
in alignment accuracy for iterations beyond two.
The multiple alignments described above are
therefore the result of adding the sequencesin order
of similarity, then performing two iterations. The
improvements for the variable domain alignment
for three to four iterations (3) (Table l) are due to
rearrangements of residues at the end of the F and
beginning of the G strands. However, although the
residues are similarly arranged in this region of
alignment (4) after two iterations, further iteration
does not improve the alignment. This difference in
behaviour is due to the score of zero given to the
matching of a residue in the A#fh sequence with a
previously generated gap. Application of equation
(l ) results in the weighting down of gaps that occur
simultaneously in more than one sequence
(desirable to highlight conservation). However,
once a gap has been established in the initial
alignment, the score for matching with that gap
may be too low to ever allow a residue to align at
that position. This can lead to the formation of
columns of aligned residues (e.g. the beginning of
the F helix in alignment (l)), which iteration cannot
overcome. Alternative scoring schemes where
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Table I
Effect of iteration on the mean alignment accuracyof pairs of sequences
within the
multiple alignments
Iteration (mean accuracy* I s.o.)

Alignmentf
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)

98.91l
88.2+ 6
83.3+ I
62.6+t4

99.5+ 0'5
88.2+ 6
83.3+ I
70.5+t2

99.5+0.5
89.5+ 7
84.2+g
70.8+l0

99.5+ 0.5
89.5+ 7
85.5+ I
70.5+ l0

99.5+ 0.5
89'5+7
87.3+ 7
71.6+
l0

f (l) 7 globins; (2) 4 immunoglobulin constant domains; (3) 4 immunoglobulin variable domains; (4)
8 immunoglobulin domains (<1constant, 4 variable).

residue aersus pre-existing gap is given a score >0
during iteration can help to alleviate this problem
but may also introduce errors at other points in the
alignment (results not shown). Averaging also has
an effect on the non-gap regions of the alignment,
so that the effect of iteration becomes less apparent
as the number of sequences is increased. This
property can be an advantage for very large
alignments, since a single alignment pass with no
iterations may be sufficient to yield a final
alignment.
The alignment of sequencesin one specific order
is the main route by which this algorithm reduces
the number of comparisons to manageable proportions. To investigate the importance of order on the
final result, ten unique alternative orders were
generated for alignments (l) and (4). The mean
alignment accuracy for the ten globin orders was
little different, at 98.7 o/o, from that obtained for
alignments ordered by s.o. score (gg.b/o) or NASa
(98.9%). However, the ten immunoglobulin orders
gave a mean value of 57.60/o compared to 70.8o/o
for the alignment ordered by s.o. score. This result
is hardly surprising, since many of the orders start
with the poor alignment of a variable and constant
domain that is not subsequently corrected. lndeed,
the order that performed least well of the ten was
one in which variable and constant domains
alternated (FABVH, FABCHI, FB4VH, FCCH3,
FABVL, FABCL, FB4VL, FCCH2). This gave only
38/o accuracy before iteration with no correctly
aligned positions across all eight sequences. After
two iterations, the accuracy had improved to 460/o
and 4/38 residues (the first four of the F-strand
were in complete alignment). The order defined by
NASa scores (FABVL, FB4VL, FB4VH, FABVH,
FABCHI, FABCL, FCCH3, FCCH2) is verv similar
to the s.D. score order and gave an aiignment
accuracy of 67'2o/o.
Although it might appear from the variable and
constant domain example that a bad initial
alignment will always lead to a generally poor
overall alignment, this is not necessarily true. For
example, it is possible for a multiple alignment of
20 sequences to be poor for the first ten, yet good
for the second ten provided that the second ten are
closely related. This feature is another consequence

of the scoring scheme shown by equation (l), since
one good comparison can be identified against a
background of average scores.
4. Applications

and Conclusions

One advantage of the algorithm described here is
its speed. For example, the complete sevensequence globin alignment (Fig. 3(a)) (2 iterations)
required 65 seconds, whilst the same operation for
the eight-sequence immunoglobulin
alignment
(Fig. 3(d)) took 50 seconds CPU time on a
VAX ll/750. Pairwise comparisons to establish an
order without randomization required 44 seconds
for the globins and 34 seconds for the immunoglobulins. For comparison, the Johnson & Doolittle
(1986) algorithm requires 60 minutes CPU time to
align five sequences of less than S0 residues in
length.
The determination of an alignment order uia
pairwise comparisons is the most time-consurning
part of the procedure, particularly if randomizations are performed. However, such an analysis
is often carried out as part of the characterization
of a newly determined sequence and would not need
to be repeated to permit multiple alignment. If the
time required to perform all pairwise comparisons is
prohibitive
then the seven-globin alignment
suggests that an arbitrary order may perform
almost as well for an alignment of similar
sequences. Each iterative pass of our algorithm
requires time approximately proportional Lo N M2,
where N is the number of sequencesand tll is the
length of the sequenceswhen aligned. Although it is
expensive to align long sequences, the task is not
impossible: however, the longest alignment that
may be produced is limited by the need to store one
array of dimensions M x M.
Aligning large numbers of medium-length protein
sequences(150 to 300 residues) is therefore a matter
of routine. For example, the alignment of 128
globin sequences, including haemoglobin-a and, B,
myoglobin and leghaemoglobin from a wide range
of species, required 25 minutes of CPU time
including two iterations (Fig. 5). The sequences
used in the previous section to test the method are
indicated on the Figure together with the test
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Figure 5. Multiple alignment of 128 globin sequencestaken from the PIR databank (databank codes shown). The 7
sequencesof known 3-dimensional structure illustrated in Fig. 3(a) are indicated (4 MYWHP, sperm whale myoglobin;
40 HAHU, human a-haemoglobin;43HAHO, horse a-haemoglobin;79 HBHU, human B-haemoglobin;82 HBHO, horse
p-haemoglobin;ll9 PILHB, sea lamprey cyanohaemoglobin;120 LGHB, root nodule leghaemoglobin).

zones, whilst the alignment order was determined
by similarity, on the basis of NASa scores for all
pairwise comparisons. The seven test sequencesare
aligned correctly except for the beginning of the
F-strand (as before), and the last two residues of
the G-strand in Pl LHB.
Furthermore, the
remaining l2l sequencesalso appear to be aligned

in a consistent manner. For example, the proximal
and distal histidine residues are aligned in all but
two sequences. The exceptions are the distal
histidine of MYELI (sequence16, Indian elephant)
where Gln is substituted, and HACCI (sequence63,
desert sucker a-chain) in which the His is displaced
by one residue. In a recent detailed study of residue
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Figure 6. Connectivity of disulphide bridges in the
transferrins. Bridges I to 4, 3 to b and 2 to 6 correspond
to bridges 4, 5 and I I in the nomenclature of Williams
(1982). TI'HUL, human lactotransferrin; TFHUP,
human serotransferrin; TFCHE, chicken ovotransferrin;
P97, human melanoma antigen. (a) Connectivity for
TFCHE; (b) connectivity suggestedby Metz-Boutigueet
al. (1984\, and Rose et al. (1986); (c) conne"ii,rity
suggestedby the rabbit serotransferrin crystal srructure;
3nd (d) multiple alignment that supports t"heconnectivity
in (c).
conservation in the globins based upon pairwise
alignment with ma,nual corrections (Bashford,
Chothia & Lesk, personal communication), the
second example was identified as a sequencing
error, since the order of residues &s shown
(H G K K) would lead to a shift in the E helix by a
quarter turn; the sequenceshould be (K H G K).
We stress that the alignment shown in Figure 5
was produced entirely automatically, withoul any
manual intervention
or pre-alignment
of k"y
regions. To our knowledge there is no other
algorithm that will permit an objective global
alignment of so many protein sequences and to such
a high level of accura,cy.
Application of the multiple alignment algorithm
has proved valuable during the crystallographic
determination
of a mammalian serotransferrin
(rabbit) in this laboratory (Gorinsky et al., tgTg;
P. Lindley et al., perconal communication). Human
transferrin
(TFHUP)
shows strong sequence
homology with chicken transferrin (TFCHE).
human lactotransferrin (TFHUL)
human
"nd

melanoma antigen (P97). TFCHE has been studied
biochemically and the connectivity
of the
disulphide links determined (Williams et al., lg82\.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the topology of disulphides
I to 4 and 3 to 5, which are unambiguous in the
alignment of TFCHE, TFHUL and PgZ. However,
TFHUP in common with rabbit serotransferrin has
an additional disulphide in this region, and the
lopolggy as indicated by the published alignmenrs
for TFHUP with TFCHE and TFHUT (MetzBoutigue et al., 1984) as well as TFHUP with pg7
(Roseef ol., 1986)is shown in Figure 6(b). However,
inspection of the electron density map for serotransferrin at 3.3 A (l A:0.1 nm) iesolulion suggested
that this topology could not be accommodated, but
that the arrangement shown in Figure 6(c) was
more likely. To provide independent-evidence, the
multiple alignment algorithm was applied to the
four sequences. Pairwise comparisonJ ihowed that
the seq_uences
clustered at 4l s.n., suggesting a high
level of confidence in the alignment, whilst multiple
alignment
of the complete sequences (- 800
residues) performed with two iterations lead to the
alignment pa,rtly shown in Figure O(d). This
alignment supports the crystallographic interpretation of topology shown in Figure 6(c).
The algorithm presented in this paper represents
a practical solution to the problem of automatically
aligning more than two protein sequences when
only sequence information is available. It appears
most valuable when there are weaker similarities
(e.g. immunoglobulin constant uersus variable
domains). However, the great sensitivity of alignment_accuracy below 5.0 s.n. (Fig. l) to changes in
significance score and the sensitivity to alternative
alignment orders make the level of success in an
alignment that includes weakly similar sequences
difficult to predict.
,The test systems presented here suggest that
when a group of sequences cluster at >5.0s.o.
multiple alignment by our algorithm will provide a
convenient representation, which is likely to be
>70o/o correct within secondary structures and
more &ccur&te than individual pairwise alignments.
-.Our results suggest the overall accuracy of
alignment that might be expected for a particular
significance score; however, the problem still
remains of identifying
which regions of the
alignment are correct. Argos (lg8?) has described a
sensitive procedure for identifying significant local
homologies between two sequences or pre-aligned
families of sequences and shown that these oft"r,
correspond to regions of similarity in threedimensional structure. Thus, when there are two or
more distinct clusters of sequences to be aligned,
the Argos method may be applied to alignments
obtained automatically
by our algoritlim
and
provide an indication of which regions are correctly
equivalenced.
Although the incorporation
of properties in
addition to the Dayhoff matrix can improve the
sensitivity of sequence comparison methods by
reducing background noise (Argos, lg87), without
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a more complete understanding of the relationship
between sequence and three-dimensional structure
it is difficult to envisage a scoring scheme that
would, for example, lead to the correct alignment of
the A p-strands of immunoglobulin variable and
constant domains (Fig. 3(d)). When sequence
similarity is weak, sequence alignment becomes an
exercise in structure prediction and correct
alignment is constrained by the fact that the code
relating amino acid sequence to three-dimensional
structure is degenerate.
Alignments of clearly similar sequencesgenerated
by our algorithm have been used as the basis of an
improved secondary structure and active site
prediction algorithm (Zvelebil et al., 1987) and also
to align four different strains of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) enu (800 residues), gag (500
residues) and pol (1000 residues) polyproteins with
the
aim
of
predicting
potential
T
and
B-lymphocyte-defined epitopes (Coates et al., 1987
Sternberg et aL,1987).
It has been suggested that a few key residues can
be sufficient to define a tertiary fold (e.g. see
Wierenga et al., 1986). The multiple alignment
algorithm provides a useful tool for identifying such
patterns from closely related sequences. We are
currently developing and calibrating techniques for
identifying these patterns, and rapidly scanning the
protein sequence databank to identify proteins of
potentially similar tertiary folds.
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